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“From the Left Upper Corner Country in the Southern Cone of South America”
Ivonne Acero

Coppell, TX

Mixed Media – 12” x 10”

www.ivonneacero.com

Self portrait made with pattern paper, tull, fabric and thread. Talks about issues of belonging, displacement
and identity.
$580.00
4

“Caryatids 2 Homage”
Joan Ackerman-Zimny

Palatine, IL

Oil – 24” x 30”
The Caryatids symbolize the strength of women throughout time and exemplify the plight of many women
today. They supported the weight of the cultural norms and traditions, though were depersonalized,
stationary, not able to change position in society. They stood at the portico, yet not inside.
Joan Ackerman-Zimny is a Chicago area artist who paints abstractly, depicting states of mind, metaphorical
landscapes, and symbolic figures. Her work reflects an interest in archetypal symbolism and connections
between art, psychology, and metaphysics. It was through her work as an art teacher that Joan realized the
transformative power of art.
$600.00

5

“Blueberry Cobbler”
Future Akins

Lubbock, TX

Mixed Media – 28” x 22” x 6”
Artist, teacher, dreamer, storyteller, friend, lover, and not-so-bad road trip companion; I can often be found
sitting by a piñon fire. The narrative of my piece is literal. The embroidered cyanotypes potholders are a
reaction to being silenced or ignored or dismissed at home and at work. The screen print is a reminder of a
time long ago in Northern New Mexico when I first felt valued, the note is a recipe for my grandmother’s
cobbler (always comfort food) while the framed question is a lifelong inquiry. The two clay hearts are just
that; two hearts slightly scared around the edges but still tempting. For me, it is a tale of juggling memory,
desire and reality.
$4,000.00

6

“Her Magic Carpet”
Christine Alfery

Lac du Flambeau, WI

Watercolor – 40” x 30”

www.christinealfery.net

I have never been able to color in the lines, am not a fan of coloring books, never make chocolate chip
cookies the same way twice, so it makes sense that I have a hard time following rules when it comes to
making art. Rules have a function. They establish a foundation from which an artist can expand, experiment
and explore ideas in the pursuit of creativity, discovery and art. If creativity and discovery are what art is,
and I believe they are, then art needs to fall outside of established foundations, lines, rules and boundaries.
$1,800.00

7

“Power In Heaven and Earth”
Kathy Marlene Bailey

Coldwater, Ontario

Glaze Oil Painting – 24” x 24”

www.kathymarlenebailey.com

Human powers are very limited, but the resources of our Maker are infinite, nearby and available - opening
up like breaking clouds - to authentic and reverent human openness. This has been my most sacred
experience.
I am mesmerized by the spectacle of nature. There are infinite details within details within details that pull
me in and hold me in rapture. The design paths are endlessly detailed – like looking into a moving
kaleidoscope. I can visually barely hang on - barely compute. This sublime experience of God’s world that
occurs for me is what I try to speak of in my artwork. This I encounter, revere and delight in whenever
possible. The design paths are incomprehensible in magnitude, and yet I can perceive them somewhat, in
my most limited human way, if I make my heart and eyes and talents available to them. My attempts to
perceive are greatly assisted by my process. I work in oil paint, using traditional Renaissance methods. It
offers me limitless latitude in painting, enabling the recording of the subtlest of value, colour, levels of
transparency and echelon upon echelon of shape and detail. I have passionately loved these processes
since learning them as a very young woman.
$2,050.00
8

“Surveillance”
Marie Balboni

Huntley, IL

Acrylic – 39.5” x 27”
Video and audio surveillance, tracking devices, drones, electromagnetic waves. LIFE IN A DIGITIAL
WORLD! I am an intuitive emotion based artist, drawn to abstract expressionism. While I am in my studio
there is no other place I’d rather be. When my work flows, it is as if I am connected to a higher source that
is working through me. The sense of connectedness is hard to describe. It is my wish that the viewer can
connect with the pieces I have created and have an emotional response.
I will never forget listening to a lecture in New Zealand where the professor said that “you can judge a
society by the importance it places on art.” It is deeply disturbing that the current US administration may be
planning to cancel the National Endowment for the Arts. All forms of art enrich our lives and help to connect
our humanity. Artists can change the world one painting at a time.
$895.00

9

“Self Acceptance”
Tara Barnes-Stumpf

Tipp City, OH

Terracotta – 7” x 5.5” x 2.5”
My artwork deals with indulgence. I use the nude female form as a seductive invitation for my viewer to
partake in the female body. The type of women I represent are commonly outcast to the plus size rack in
the department store. In my work the women are sensual, robust and curvy consumers making indulgence
a positive thing, unlike our society where it is labeled as the sin of gluttony. My women are iced in bright
colors as if alluring pastries, pulling the viewer in to take a closer look. I tempt the question “Should
indulgence be considered a negative in our society?” My work is not dealing with the weight of these
women but rather the acceptance and joy they have found in their own selves. “Self Acceptance” captures
a moment of self-reflection and joy where she feels okay with who and where she is.
$100.00

10

“Far Right Rising”
Heather Beardsley

Virginia Beach, VA

Embroidery on Paper – 12.5” x 19”
In response to the current European Refugee Crisis, I am combining satirical maps from the early 20th
century with infographics of the ongoing crisis as a lens through which to consider larger issues of
nationalism and cultural identity. The original maps were created at the height of European nationalism,
leading up to WWI, and anthropomorphize countries to reflect the stereotypes of the era. By integrating the
infographics with these historical images I am representing how these fissures are reopening. Embroidery
makes these pieces more tactile than the original printed maps, as implied textures and marks become
actualized. By sewing the infographics over the imagery of the appropriated maps I imbue them with a
comparable psychological weight. My use of embroidery also recalls its historic relationship to schoolgirl
samplers, creating a tension between this “feminine” craft, and the male tradition of mapmaking as both an
inspiration for and documentation of conquest.
$1,250.00

11

“Zeppelin I”
Denise Bellezzo

Naperville, IL

Ink, Acrylic, Graphite on Photographic Plat Paper – 30” x 20”
My drawings are imaginative and literal interpretations of the natural environment. I rely on patterns,
textures, and shape to inform about the natural world. The juxtapositioning of images and designs follow an
irregular beat in order to create an enriched surface.
$1,100.00
12

“Guerrilla Hen”
Sarah Bender

Orlando, FL

Oil on Canvas – 20” x 30”

www.SarahMBender.com

In a nod to the 1980's 'Guerrilla Girls' posters, I pose, once more as a chicken trying to navigate what is
expected of me as a modern woman and artist. I live and work in Orlando, Florida where I was born and
raised, and I hold a BFA in Studio Art from Florida State University. Having been raised in the heart of
tourism, I have gained both an appreciation for cultural diversity and a longing for a cultural identity that
doesn’t involve mouse ears. This struggle for a sense of belonging often finds its way into my work, which
tends to be autobiographical. I work primarily in oils, but also incorporate ceramic sculpture and mixed
media pieces into my work. There is a Rockwellian sense of nostalgia and sentimentality in my imagery, but
surrealist elements create an unsettling feeling. I draw inspiration from my experiences as a wife and
mother, childhood memories and photographs, as well as pop culture and books.
$500.00

13

“Glass Goddess”
Marian Berg

Albuquerque, NM

Cast Glass – 6.5” x 19” x 8”

www.marianberg.com

I have loved creating art since childhood. I was born in Chicago and studied at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Columbia College and the University of New Mexico. Expressing myself through art
has helped me tremendously in dealing with life’s transitions and challenges. I have worked in several
different mediums, including oils, clay, pastels and fused glass. I feel that creative expression can take an
infinite variety of forms. Lately, I’ve been focusing on plein air landscape painting and also fusing glass into
various forms. My educational background includes an M.A. in art education. I am licensed in New Mexico
as a K-12, Visual Arts Educator and currently teach children at my home studio. I started the Art Heals
Project in 2013 which facilitates art making experiences with hospitalized children at the UNM Children’s
Hospital.
I believe that the act of making art is a healing and life affirming process.
$2,400.00

14

“Burka”
Dare Boles

Glen Allen, VA

Collage – 20” x 15”
Women must be fully covered to go shopping in some middle eastern countries while men can dress
casually as they please. My art is about diverse cultures and their relationships within the social institution.
There is an emphasis on a women's role in society. I am attracted to the use of color and pattern and
texture to describe my images. Working in collage, I am especially drawn to the African, African American
and Middle Eastern Cultures.
$350.00

15

“Sacrificial Lamb”
Ashley Brown

Lawton, OK

Linoprint – 22.5” x 15”
The average person experiences so much day after day. Most of what we experience is lost to us.
Swallowed and overshadowed by the density of our modern lives. We try to cling to moments and
experiences we can never fully recreate the feelings of that moment. I consider my works abbreviations,
footnotes, and annotations. They are small snippets of precious experiences I want ti share. From the
emotions I have difficulty expressing with words to the sights I have difficulty describing with justice. My one
goal as an artist is to convey my experiences to others in hope that one day someone else may feel
understood.
$200.00
16

“A Collective Identity”
Patricia Brutchin

Gilberts, IL

Paper, Inktense Pencils, Graphite, Mixed Media – 7” x 5” x 7’

www.brutchinart.net

My journal is about capturing the fleeting portraits and figures of the models and the artists who draw them.
I wanted to capture the energy of the room, the visual dialogue between the observed and the observer. To
experience new environments and document these transitory events in time.
Inspired by form in nature, finding beauty in its variety and complexity of shapes, contrasting textures and
structural qualities. My goal is to transport you into a symphony of line, form and movement - always
exploring the arresting spirit of what it feels like to be human.
$1,500.00

17

“Bon Voyage”
Dorothy Carringi

Cary, IL

Soft Pastel – 16” x 12”

www.dottycarringi.com

This is my granddaughter, Mia, just back from a trip to Mexico where she got the hat. The lighting plus her
confident posture inspired me to capture her in pastel. In painting with pastel, I strive to create a mood with
dramatic lighting, interesting shapes and expressive colors, while concentrating on composition, value and
color temperature. My inspiration comes from many sources, including nature, architecture, and figures;
and I am continually learning – from workshops, books and magazines, fellow artists and experimentation.
$1,200.00
18

“Spirit Warrior”
Karen Cauvin Eustis

New Orleans, LA

Bronze – 18” x 12” x 11”

www.karencauvineustis.com

As Spirit Warrior lifts out of her despair, the warrior in her wants to fight. Simultaneously, the spirit in her
wants to conduct this battle in the right way for her. But of equal importance is a passionate desire that this
be accomplished without losing her truer self - the loving nurturer within.
As an artist, I want to bring to the world a new vision of inner beauty that whispers serenity, leaps for joy at
acts of kindness, and inspires viewers to recognize a need for allowing more beauty into their physical
environment.
To this end, I choose to create believable and realistic subjects that are visually and symbolically
accessible, and can help viewers experience a thirst for wanting more harmony and peace in their lives.
$11,500.00

19

“The Color of My Blood”
Yongzhao Chen

Chicago, IL

Soft Sculpture – 24” x 10” x 2”

veronicachen.format.com

I want to combine fashion and art together to create a collection of soft sculptures that not only can be seen
as an object on display but can also be worn as a garment and accessory. it’s all based on the final work I
did on the first semester which I used utility knife to slash a half-wall size cloth to make the cloth has
multiple spaces. By bring creating multiple spaces idea to fashion, I started to slash leather to create
garments. I have the most desire to make each of my work one of a kind, therefore, I began to use the
slash technique as the basic foundation of the project and focus on the surface treatments. Then I continue
to use metal rings and crystal nets to build the foundation. Use the crystal, metal, pearl and sea beads to
create the surface got inspired by aerial views of the landscape and ancient armor. The way I chose to
display my creation is to let my work exist and assimilate it into a part of the landscape I create.
$10,000.00

20

“With A Banjo On My Knee”
Keri Joy Colestock

Pingree Grove, IL

Sculpture – 31” x 11” x 5”

www.kerijoy.net

My works are described as colorful, thought provoking, unique and original. My artwork is also available in
galleries throughout the US. My wish is to continue to create beautiful but also fun works of art fueled by
passion and imagination.
The Flea markets provide me with the necessary pieces I need for my work. My style has been referred to
as whimsical, unique and on the funky side like me! I am brain damaged from Lyme Disease & I was told
"Art would be impossible" 15+ years ago. I now have made 1500+ original pieces or art. Published
numerous times.
$3,500.00

21

“Seated Figure with Mirror, Tomatoes and Asparagus”
Peggy Dee

Schaumburg, IL

Oil on Canvas – 36” x 48” x 2”
I celebrate the figure as a powerful and sensuous metaphor. I’m interested in visual opposites coexisting,
and the fine line between order and chaos, tension and release, and the visual play between threedimensional form and abstraction. A rough line defines a soft breast, a soft line defines a chiseled profile,
and a solid body seems light and ethereal while a moving gesture is caught in time like a stone statue. The
female form is a metaphor for all that is real that seems unreal, ugly that seems beautiful, innocent that
seems provocative and unfinished that seems complete.
$2,300.00

22

“Strength Through Reaping the Harvest”
Mei Ying Dell Aquila

Santa Clara, CA

Oil on Canvas – 38” x 50”

www.meiyingdellaquila.com

The harvest is the most labor intensive activity through out the growing cycle. Liberty holding to her fist on
right hand and got the pearl on her left hand and said Yes, I have got what I strive for. The horse looks like
just went through a long journey or long jump and came out okay and relax. The Statue of Liberty is an icon
I use to represent the knowledge and intelligence inside all of us. By doing this, I hope to empower people
to take charge and change the world for the better; to be the very same people that we hoped would help
us reach the next frontier. Throughout history, men have traditionally occupied this role, so through my
work, my intent is to encourage our fellow females to take ownership of this role as well.
$5,000.00

23

“Little Women”
Georgann DeMille

Germantown, TN

Book Pages – 23” x 15” x 15”
I am not sure I ever got over the delight of elementary school art class. That is where my love of cutting
things up and pasting them back together got its beginning. The enterprise of using materials that are
customarily used and thrown away has become an important component of what I create. Another element
of my work uses the image that the material itself brings to mind. In the use of magazines and books, my
dilemma was how to make the pages work as fabric. My solution was to cut them into strips and weave
them into a sort of textile that could be manipulated as cloth. As I weave these together I became aware of
how our lives are woven together by events and reactions of these events and we all become a part of the
history that evolves. My sculptures become a type of memoir that incorporates our stories of times passed.
$450.00

24

“Nostalgic Immediacy”
Gabriele DiTota

Melbourne, FL

Art Quilt – 24” x 24”

www.gabrieleditota.com

My mom is from the generation before phones were common in households. One communicated by hand
written letter and responses were often weeks away. Today the cell phone has made communication
almost instantaneous. Young adults growing up today expect immediate responses to their cryptic
messages. I create art quilt collages of fabrics and fibers held together with stitch. I especially like to
approach the subject matter from a tangent and design works that tell a story. These stories may be based
on personal experiences, photographs from my travels or on research into subjects that stir my
interest. The materials for these art quilts rely heavily on hand painted, hand dyed or hand printed fabrics. I
love the freedom that comes from using fabrics that I have created as well as the effects that I am able to
achieve with those fabrics. My works also include fibers, yarns or other bits of ephemera when I feel the
piece needs them.
$950.00

25

“Egg & Yolk Plates; Jupiter Cups”
Deanna Dorangrichia

Shippensburg, PA

Ceramics - .25” x 3.25” x 4.25”

www.dorangrichiaceramics.com

I make utilitarian ceramics in small batches using stoneware and porcelain. My work is created with the
intention that they will be incorporated into one's every day. All pieces are either wheel thrown or hand built
with careful consideration while honoring the ancient Japanese aesthetic that values the imperfect,
impermanent, and incomplete known as wabi-sabi. I value the beauty of all things humble and modest; my
pieces are not meant to look manufactured and embrace what might typically be deemed flawed by
Western standards. I encourage people to use my ceramics often in order to create their own memories
and history with the clay.
$45.00

26

“Singularity”
Marcia Douglas

Seattle, WA

Monotype with Collage – 12” x 17”

www.marciaprints.com

From a seven-print series titled Mapping the Universe, "Singularity" is a fanciful interpretation of the theory
that there are instances when the geometrical structure of space and time break down. Black holes are an
example of this breakdown. Media: Tea, Sumi ink, tea bag paper, print paper.
I print for the joy of discovery. Each choice I make of materials, tools and techniques guides the next, and
the story of each original work on paper reveals itself as the piece and I go along in the process. Once I
begin a piece, I am influenced by shapes and colors playing with and against each other and the simple
pleasure of making marks on the printing plate.
My work has been shown in art exhibits around the United States and is in private collections in California,
Oregon and Washington.
$350.00

27

“Old Order Molestation”
Sarah Dugger

Dover, OH

Gouache – 18” x 21”
I am not Amish. But, I live in rural Ohio among the Amish. My current work is a study of this unique culture
as well as enduring woven, kilim, quilt and printed textiles from other primitive cultures, specifically the Wari
in South America. My goal is to create a narrative about my little corner of the earth by combining and
rearranging these textile styles.
$350.00

28

“Losing My Religion (In Her Shoes Series)”
M. M. Dupay

Bowling Green, OH

Collage, colored pencil – 14.75” x 18.12”
A cotton candy-haired punk rock girl thumps and screams her song in the echoes of the Mammoth Springs
cascades--an ornate shoe digs in--and large praying hands frame in-between space with a finger
suggestively caressing the landscape--a story questioning spiritual etiquette?
I am drawn to bits and pieces of images that tell a story of someone who normally lives in the margins.
Combining scissor-cut pieces from magazines inherited from my maternal grandmother (mostly dating from
the 1930s through the 1970s) with cut pieces from contemporary magazines, I create collages wherein
hybridized characters are caught in a moment of in-between-ness. They seem plausibly real in their worlds,
and yet quite at odds with the rather impossible place they are in. Aware of the viewer and their
objectification, they look back—acknowledging that they are somehow “other” and blended creatures
existing in relation to power and place (most of which are the normalized awe-inspiring views of some of
our grand national parks).
$700.00

29

“Mexican dancers #2”
Barbara Eberhard

Joliet, IL

Gum Bichromate – 14” x 18”

www.barbaraeberhard.com

As a young girl I began using a camera for its obvious function- to make a record of family and friends. The
more photos I took, the more I realized that I had something to say about the world and the connections I
discovered about myself to that world. I carry my camera as the tool to capture the moment that stirs
something in my brain or soul, or both, as I discover subjects or scenes. Working in Gum Bichromate
enables me to become more engaged in the creation of my images. There is emotionality to the gum print,
like images you remember from dreams or scenes from your memory. There is a mystery to the print that
allows the viewers to find their own meaning in the image. For me Gum Bichromate is very meditative,
hands-on, manipulating and creating an image, rather than simply recording it. While working on a print,
layer-by-layer, day-by-day, I become intimate with the image as it ingrains upon my mind and heart.
$300.00
30

“Hanging From a Limb”
Bronwyn Elkuss

Chicago, IL

Hand Stitched Embroidery & Applique – 19” x 15”

www.bronwynelkuss.com

Hand stitched composition of a woman hanging from a limb, somewhat autobiographical. After earning an
MFA in sculpture, I became increasingly intrigued and obsessed with hand stitching as a Fine Art medium.
The historic, aesthetic, narrative and intimate aspects of stitching engaged me.
My imagery is informed by and portrays a tangled web of influences and experiences. I hope the personal
content strikes a universal chord. My work is embroidered, appliquéd and frequently quilted by hand.
$950.00

31

“January 3”
Melissia Fernander

Snellville, GA

Aluminum Screen – 6’ x 4’ x 4’
I reflect on my life through a process of sifting memories. I judge if an event or person was good or bad,
truthful or mendacious. The reflections pour through the sieve.
$1,000.00

32

“Unity 10 Medicine Wheel Series”
Linda Filby-Fisher

Overland Park, KS

Collaged Fiber Mixed Media – 24” x 10” x .75”

www.lindafilby-fisher.com

Life breathes in the rocks, the trees, and
The woman's knees.
Created with respect for that grand shape-shifter,
Eternity.
$595.00

33

“Floral Forlorn”
Marissa Flores

McHenry, IL

Archival Inkjet Print – 20” x 30”
I am the daughter of a single parent. Growing up I always wanted to show people the way I saw things. It
wasn't until I had my daughter, and stared into her big brown eyes, that I thought, "Who will she be?" and
"What small moments will shape her?" Would I be an empowering mother who stands behind her
decisions? Or would I ward her off with a flick of my hand making her feel unimportant?
She is my inspiration and reasoning. My work is typically staged and has some kind of underlying meaning.
Whether it is to show strong women/men, or showing the darker side of our culture. Things I choose to
photograph may have already been images burned in my head that I can't get out, or a feeling that needs
to be expressed. I always hope to bring awareness and make people think about the work.
$500.00

34

“Lady Liberty”
Loveday Funck

Denham Springs, LA

Mixed Media – 20” x 16”

www.fairysurreal.com

Loveday Funck, grew up primarily in the south, moving often as her father's career dictated. From
childhood, she was caught between the mystical world of her grandmother's Romani heritage and her
scientist father's pragmatic world view. Unable to reconcile the two, she sought refuge in the dark, twisting
trails of fairy tale and fantasy. Working from antique imagery and her own photography, Loveday Funck
plays with surrealistic themes, referencing both pop culture and historical sources. She explores the
spiritual place where the playful whimsy of a fairy tale meets the dark mystery of the unknown.
$225.00

35

“Binary World”
Xia Gao

Okemos, MI

Lutradur Cutting, Stapling – 60” x 72” x 60”

www.msu.edu/~gaox

The number 0 in black represents the female and the number 1 in white represents the male. Each gender
plays a complimentary part for sustaining human society. Binary World expresses the tension and
collaboration, division and integration of gender landscape.
My creative work engages a transcultural perspective to contemplate personal, cultural, societal, and
environmental issues and concerns. It highlights material study, technique exploration to visualize ideas in
2D, 3D and installation expressions that blends traditions and new innovation, and integrate art, craft, and
design. The geographic migration brought me new insight into the cultural milieu of my native East. My
work tells stories, personal experiences, and my renewed connection to my cultural tradition and Eastern
origin. The transformations in my own life and in contemporary China inspire my creation.
$6,800.00

36

“Floral Collage”
Sandy Giordano

Crystal Lake, IL

Watercolor Collage – 24” x 20”

www.sgioart.com

This piece was created by collaging my original watercolors. I hope my work reflects my love of nature and
inspires people to get outdoors. Images evolve as I paint so my work is not completely representational.
The message in the piece is left up to the viewer.
$400.00

37

“I Just Can't Get Enough”
Branka Grubic

Sibenik, Croatia

Acrylic – 100cm x 100cm x 3cm

www.brankagrubic.com

Sketching, drawing, doodling since I remember. But it wasn’t meant for me to follow that dream. It was
never a right time for Art in these parts of the world, especially for girls. Painting was not considered as
something worth spending time on.
For almost 35 years I had to forget about art. Finally, I’ve decided to stand up for myself and let the colours
burst out. Working hard every day to catch the lost time and teach myself how to paint. For the first time in
my life, I’ve found courage to show my work in public. For past two years I’m living my dream.
$1,600.00

38

“Particular Anguish”
Gabriela Guganovic

St Charles, IL

Digital Pigment Print – 16” x 20”

www.gabrielafineartphotography.com

Everything on our table, whether utilitarian or organic, has its own dignity and beauty. Each has a reason
for its existence. Combining these articles with a touch of decay evokes a feeling of time, recognition of
loneliness and nostalgia. These images are collectively reflecting on everyday stillness, quiet, solitude and
mystery, with combined elements of discomfort and familiarity. Well-directed lighting enhances the
transparent qualities of table settings that usually goes unobserved. I am not interested solely in the surface
appearance of things, but prefer to include their inner structural and emotional core, their density of form
and feeling. There is spiritual significance in this density of matter- something timeless, immortal and
surprising. Decay starts straight after things are born.
$250.00

39

“As Things Around Begin to Shift”
Robin Haller

Greenville, NC

Hand Woven, Ikat Warp – 64” x 52”
Robin Haller is an artist who specializes in digital design and weaving. She is an Associate Professor and
the Area Coordinator of the Textile Design Program at East Carolina University, School of Art and Design,
in Greenville, NC. Robin’s weavings have been exhibited both nationally and internationally. She has
received multiple grants to pursue her research in digital design and weaving, and has recently been the
recipient of the Best in Show Award in Complexity 2016, Illinois, as well as the HGA Award and two-time
Best of Show Award in Fiber Celebration, Colorado. She currently resides between her hometown of
Cleveland, OH and her place of employment in Greenville, NC.
$4,000.00

40

“Bone History”
Carol Hamilton

Harvard, IL

Encaustic – 24” x 36”

www.caroljhamiltonartist.com

I create abstract paintings that are inspired by the floating world of transience and impermanence and the
mystery of what lies beneath. I want them to be a vehicle for contemplation. Natural science and earth
processes inform the shapes and composition and I view them as a metaphor for the journey of life.
Process, the physical act of creating, intrigues me: the manipulation of the paint with fire; responding to the
surface intuitively; then finding the delicate balance between intuition and editing to bring the work to
completion.
$800.00

41

“Ophelia”
Suzanne Head

Irvine, CA

Charcoal and Ink Wash – 22” x 32”

www.suzannehead.com

My work assesses the nature of internal and external struggle, and presents a context in which one is
powerful, vulnerable, or both. I often explore conflicts within human relationships that pertain to issues of
femininity, intimacy and seductive power; questioning whether these characteristics help to define one as
strong or weak within societal and social circumstance. I commonly depict human and animal subjects
interacting with one another. The natural characteristics of the chosen animal species, and their
relationship to human society, serve as symbols of human behavior.
$1,200.00

42

“A PEST”
Gini Holmes

Shasta Lake, CA

Fiber Art – 13.5” x 15” x .25”

www.giniholmes.com

I am a traditionally trained print maker with a Masters in Technology. Experimenting with new media and
combining the traditional with the nontraditional has always been a major focus.
My current work stems from my frustration with political/societal hypocrisy. I combine quotes by public
figures with digitally altered vintage prints, creating social commentary on current events/situations/beliefs.
The combinations are never random. I choose images and quotes that, when combined, create a visceral
reaction - those reactions which are generated by things that hit us so hard that it almost feels as if we have
been punched in the stomach.. It's always interesting to see how others interpret the message. For this
piece, I combined a quote by Alveda King with THE PEST, by Albert Lambrone, which portrays a Cardinal
beating away the antics of a chained (by neck) pet monkey. Researching the history of this image, I found
only references to monkeys being “mischievous and exasperating” or the possibility that “some enemy, in
friendships’ garb, has presented him with this torturing caricature of a pet...” For me, I could only think of
slavery (chain on neck) and the long history of blacks being equated with monkeys..
$450.00

43

“Whimsy”
Nicolina Holt

St. Joseph, MI

Silver Halide Photography – 16” x 24”
This is not a photoshopped image. The model is standing on the ledge against the brick wall.
I use photography as a means to explore the effects of society on humanity. My work consists of the
fundamental elements that touch upon humanity, love, passion and relationships. These include a number
of different photographic series and a variety of individual pieces. I provide the audience with a concept for
them to ponder in order to find the significance beyond the apparent. My latest series focuses on the loss of
the American dream and the imposed limitations of marginalized groups. The emotional power of these
photographs stem from my urgent feelings concerning our current civic unrest.
My other recent work deals with our increasing culture of social isolation, anxiety and loneliness. I touch
upon our inherent desire to hope and our human longing for comfort and acceptance. I look to form a
deeper connection through my camera, reflecting on a myriad of my experiences and inspiration. If I could
express this through words, I wouldn’t need to photograph it.
$250.00

44

“Commuters-03”
Jodi Hoover

Chicago, IL

Watercolor – 7” x 10.37”

www.jodihooverart.com

Part of a series of works inspired by the many types of people found riding the CTA during rush hour.
"Commuters-03" explores the emotions of a man contemplating a magazine article titled "SELL
YOURSELF" while being squished between two other riders. I feel ya man.
Finding a moment of interest in my surroundings - the everyday things, animals, people - and discovering a
story in them is where my art begins to form. Compelled to capture and share those moments. Painting is a
struggle, but the ups and downs, happy accidents, moments of clarity, pure anger and frustration are
addictive. It helps me find myself, hunt down focus, learn when to control and when to let go.
$250.00

45

“Cerebrum C. Cristata (Cerebellum Replacement)”
Holland Houdek

Iowa City, IA
www.hollandhoudek.com

Hand-fabricated Copper, 218 Pierced Swarovski Crystals, Pierced, Bead-Blasted Patina – 5” x 6.5” x 5”
This series focuses on medical implants, the body, and embodied experience. These hand-fabricated
objects glorify the highly individual and personal nature of prosthesis and surgeries, while evoking notions
of memento mori and the fragile nature of the human form. Using real medical implants as inspiration, I
have re-invented and exaggerated these devices for imagined bodies. The intention is for viewers to
consider their own physicality and to visualize the absent anatomies implied by the work.
$5,800.00

46

“The Lady”
Emily Howard

Corpus Chris, TX

Porcelain – 5” x 5” x 4.5”

emilyhoward.squarespace.com

My work is a study on the representation of the human form through ceramics and how the meaning can be
manipulated. My focus on the body derives from the connection of art history and medical science and my
health issues while growing up. I seek to represent the chronic illnesses, unseen disabilities and medical
experiences through a feminine view. This study of the body has become a coping mechanism. I use
medical texts and objects for research as well as blogs by people with invisible illnesses and their
experience. My work contains a strange whimsy that comments on sexuality. I want the viewer to
experience amusement and discomfort. My techniques include hand building and slip casting. I use
different types of clay for different parts of the body. I enjoy creating settings that the viewer can immerse
themselves into to gain a certain understanding of invisible illnesses. I plan to continue to use clay to help
me to further explore my ideas about body image and health issues.
$100.00

47

“Honeycomb lounger”
Gretchen Jankowski

Oak Park, IL

Interactive Installation made from Screen Printed Fabric, Assorted Fabrics, and Furniture Foam – 3.5” x 36” x 8”

I believe that Printmaking informs and nurtures all other mediums and forms of art making. Relief Printing,
Screen Printing, and a wide variety of other Print techniques impel and invigorate me as an artist. Various
ways of making in printmaking inspire me to explore the relationship between printmaking, other media and
nontraditional or unexpected materials. I often choose to print on fabric, which allows me to collage and
quilt a composition together, adding dimension to 2D prints creating 3D formats. Prints are then combined
together to create large, soft-sculptured pieces that inhabit and capture space and mimic the textures and
life I imagine living in a totally foreign environment. I continue to learn from every piece that I make, and
even if a piece hasn’t conventionally conformed to my expected outcomes, I cherish the inspiration and
new techniques that often emerge out of mishaps.
$2,500.00

48

“Hen and Chicks”
Jean Janssen

Herscher, IL

Oil on Canvas – 60” x 10”
How can I capture the sense of wonder I find in every flower or plant in my garden; the way the light
illuminates through the petals like stained glass, the veins emerging and receding, the unique twist of every
leaf and stem? They mesmerize me and call me to capture their textures, shapes and colors. This is where
my passion lies. In addition to being an avid flower gardener, I am an art professor at Kankakee Community
College.
$1,300.00
49

“The Boxer”
Sandra Jetton

New York, NY

Photography – 19” x 13”

www.sandrajettonphotography.com

I was born in Memphis, Tennessee, and am now a New York-based photographer. I have studied at the
International Center for Photography.
I’ve traveled the world with a camera in hand photographing U.S. locations, and places as far-flung as
Africa and Cuba. I was trained as an opera singer and that may explain my love of storytelling; for me street
photography is the perfect medium. It is a true American art form combining the social landscape, use of
the day or night’s light, the styles of the times, neighborhood architecture, and, of course, personal
observations and interactions. The thrill comes from capturing an image, or one moment, that has multiple
layers. I’m inspired by photographs that have complexity.
$650.00

50

“Astrid”
Jill Johnston

Fredonia, NY

Mixed Media – 18.5” x 15” x 1”

www.jilljohnstonprice.com

My artwork explores the narrative format through animation, drawing, painting, filmmaking, and
photography. Concepts previously explored relate to the relationships of ecological systems of selfsustainment, the often bizarre interactions found in nature and proposed in literature and theory (folklore
and the origins of fairytales), Jungian theory on synchronicity, personal myth making, animal welfare, and
biotechnology or a “biology of the strange”.
$175.00
51

“Petals of Three”
Sidra Kaluszka

Christiansburg, VA

Watercolor – 5.5” x 7.5”

www.facebook.com/sidrak.art

Sidra Kaluszka is a multifaceted artist who specializes in both ceramics and watercolors. She is heavily
influenced by her appreciation for nature and natural light, as well as the ink paintings and nature
philosophies of Zen Buddhists. Kaluszka graduated in 2010 with a double concentration MFA from Radford
University, Virginia, where she was mentored by internationally renowned watercolorist Z.L. Feng, and
earned the 2010-2011 Best Creative Thesis Award. In 2007 she received her BFA from Virginia Tech,
where she studied with nationally known ceramicist David Crane.
Kaluszka was also recently chosen by Watercolor Artist magazine for their 2016 list of 'Ones to Watch.' Her
work has been exhibited in Maryland, Pennsylvania, North Carolina, West Virginia, and throughout Virginia,
as well as in Japan. She was published in "500 Vases- Contemporary Expression of a Timeless Form," in
2010 and “500 Teapots vol. 2” in 2013.
$700.00

52

“Awakening”
Marsha Karagheusian

Fort Mitchell, KY

Ceramic Earthenware Clay with Metallic Stains – 17” x 6” x 8”

www.marshakaragheusian.com

Individually sculpted from the live model from ceramic earthenware clay. Painted with metallic ceramic
stains and fired in an oxidation atmosphere to Cone 04. My love of the human figure, a genre with a
40,000-year-old tradition, is the impetus for my work in earthenware clay, and has led me from vessel
making into the sculptural realm. I work from the live model, rendering no two pieces alike in form or
content. I’m concerned with the female spirit, her body, mind and soul, and the inherent
interconnectedness. I’m interested in her internal psyche, as a carrier, or a vessel for meaning and
interpretation. The figures are contemplative, sensual, and perhaps erotic, referencing what she may be
thinking, feeling and perceiving, her thought processes, her perceptions and revelations. I allude to private,
unguarded moments, haunting memories and nostalgia, ephemeral daydreams, while also referencing
moments of peace that revive and console. At times sensuous, voluptuous and provocative, while also
timid, vulnerable and exposed, the figures dream, take refuge, and retreat, enveloped in a sacred space of
intimate seclusion.
$1,500.00

53

“Spoon Full of Sugar”
Mary Kearney Hull

Lewisville, TX

Acrylics, Powdered Sugar Glaze – 36” x 48” x 2”

www.marykearneyhull.com

"Spoon Full of Sugar" is from a series of work called "Mending", which focuses on healing after a double
mastectomy in a culture that views women in sexualized pieces instead of as a whole person and where
gender expectations and norms are pressures that women place on themselves and each other.
Girlhood overly sexualized, the transformative processes of the adult form and stereotyping and judging
each other are three pivotal themes in Mary Kearney Hull’s work. Hull renders the human form in both
psychosocial and physiological artistic explorations. Her drawings and paintings explore traditional and
nontraditional themes of cultural and political identity in both herself and people she encounters in her daily
life. Her female subjects are depicted through a “female (yet adolescent) gaze” where the viewer is
welcomed in this very personal space. Often met with an ambiguous uncertainty, we are questioning these
narratives while relating them to cultural pasts within ourselves and our worlds histories.
$3,000.00

54

“Dominican Day Parade”
Chae Kihn

New York, NY

Color Photography (Print 4 of 10) – 16.5” x 16.5”

www.chaekihnphotography.com

Taken with a Holga plastic camera with 400 speed film. Traditional C-Print. From a limited edition of 10.
$500.00

55

“The Nest”
Da Yae Kim

Costa Mesa, CA

Acrylic on glazed paint on ceramics – 21.5cm x 25.5cm x 21.5cm
When the egg breaks the shell, the shell becomes the nest. Inside the nest, the egg finds out its own shape
an color. The nest is a place to find out who you really are. There is no limit. The egg can leave the nest
whenever it is ready.
Da Yae Kim was born in Republic of Korea. Now, she is staying in the United States and attending the
Claire Trevor School of the Arts at the University of California, Irvine. She will graduate at 2017 spring. She
is studying sculpture, ceramics, photography, film, and public art in the university.
Da Yae expresses the concerns that everyone has in their mind through her works. People keep thinking
and going through the troubles in their lives. Each person has a different world. They live in their world and
do not want to break it. People want to solve their problems without breaking their own world. However,
people cannot really understand each other without breaking the world they believe in. Da Yae tries to
show this through her works.
$710.00

56

“You”
Seonyoung Kim

Woodside, NY

Oil on Panel – 24” x 18”
I create images that resonate with warmth and sensitivity as well as tranquility that reflect my internal.
$2,000.00

57

“Forge; Eclipse of the Harvest”
Whitney Kimpton Urbaniak

Billings, MT

Acrylic on Canvas – 24” x 36”

www.whitneykimpton.com

This piece was influenced by the Sept. 2015 eclipse of the Harvest Moon. The Blood Moon conjures up
myths of either decay or repair. The colors and textures convey an immediate connection & response to the
moon. The dried grasses that the horse forges through imply pushing on from the past. The advent of my
work emerges through the apparent diffusion of time, space, story and self. As thought begins to weave
these concepts together, I search for an interrelatedness to uncover. The presence and actuality of the
subject is paramount in this. Focusing primarily on the horse, yet expanding to other beings and plants as
sources of study, my art entangles the complex histories and present moment to find a base of being.
I seek the rhythm that surrounds us: the connectivity, the interactions, the dependency. Wide expanses of
the land afford me the opportunity to study the lines that I see...the wind-swept edges of snow, the eroded
surfaces of sandstone and vast ridges of mountains. I am intrigued by the meeting of planes in crisp, sure
edges and the harmonious flow of line - the bending grass, the color, texture and inherent nature of an
animal.
$1,050.00

58

“Green Lily”
Jenny Knavel

Delavan, WI

Digital Images Printed on Cotton Sateen, Thread, Batting – 33.5” x 31”
I am interested in creating work that is inspired by and reinterpreting of quilting traditions and aesthetics. I
am attempting to merge one of the most traditional American art forms with the impressive and exciting
technology of the computer era. Utilizing Photoshop and my camera, I create digital patterns and simulated
textures with my computer. After I have finalized my designs, large-format inkjet printers are used to print
my images onto cotton fabric. That fabric is then cut and pieced together into intuitively constructed
compositions.
$600.00

59

“Destinations”
Joan Ladendorf

Hanover Park, IL

Collage of Hand Painted, Textured & Repurposed Papers – 20” x 16” x 1.5”

www.jmlfiberart.com

I have embarked on a new journey working with repurposed papers that I have painted, embossed,
textured and altered in some way. They are cut and arranged and then fused by means of heat and plymer
medium, and further enhanced with painting before the final varnish finish. It's great fun and I enjoy the
environmental benefit of recycling discarded materials into art.
$600.00

60

“Black”
Cindy Lesperance

Lakemoor, IL

Encaustic – 37” x 7” x 1”

www.CindyLesperance.com

BLACK is a meticulously crafted geometric composition created by applying minute droplets of black
pigmented Encaustic medium, one at a time, providing an interesting textural element against the polished
smoothness of the areas left untouched.
Cindy Lesperance has been creating art for over 25 years and for the past 6 years has focused primarily on
Encaustics. Cindy loves spending time in nature, traveling and learning about other cultures: their art,
traditions and architecture. Always aware of color, pattern and texture, these experiences are inspiration for
her geometric works of art. Cindy has evolved a personal style that is highly sophisticated and meticulous
in attention to craftsmanship. At times she plans out a painting in it’s entirely before it is begun but more
often she works intuitively using a technique she created, applying minute “droplets” of wax, one-by-one, to
produce a tactile pattern that invites the viewer to touch. Sometimes this process is effortless and
meditative – sometimes challenging and slow, but she is always fascinated by it.
$500.00
61

“Objectifying Myself”
Casey Lowry

Urbana, IL

Mixed Media Encaustic on Wood – 24.5” x 13”

www.caseylowryart.com

My work is a study of my life. The representations are manipulated to allow the existing grain of the wood
panel substrate to determine the composition of the piece. Fitting together the different elements is my
personal exploration into a question about small parts of a large whole.
$900.00
62

“She Dreams of Everything She Is”
Sandi Ludescher

Sandia Park, NM

Oil on Canvas – 48” x 36” x 2”

www.artfinder.com/sandi-ludescher

This the third in a four-part current series based on the same model. This series is intended to open a
dialogue which would help to cease categorizing women based on their appearance. I paint subjects,
primarily figures, in a contemporary manner but I'm not a representational painter nor an expressionist-somewhere in the middle, creating my own balance. Some of my work is about opening a narrative that
presents an ideological model of society which should help to cease the categorization and judgments
about women on the basis of their appearance -- as in my series "She Dreams," based on live sessions
with one model. The model had an amazing air of comfort and confidence with her nude body that inspired
this series. And, isn't there an irresistible beauty in that confidence and courage, evident in some of my
other work? Body image has been a focus of my work for a while. All of my work is from live models. My
exploration is about color- not changing forms by abstracting them. I'm a colorist, using it in a complex,
expressionistic way, working on mostly large canvasses, in series. My work's compared to Jenny Saville,
$3,600.00
63

“Praying, Cairo Commute: The Women's Car”
Jenna Lynch

Mahopac, NY

Digital Photograph – 20” x 20”
I shot this image in Cairo, Egypt for my documentary book Cairo Commute: The Women’s Car. The image
is part of a limited edition of eight total prints. I walk respectfully through the world to understand it, and to
share my discoveries with my images.
I first traveled on the Cairo Metro in July 2003. I simply entered the closest compartment as the train
entered the Maadi station. Immediately, I felt misunderstood, because I was a single women traveling in a
car filled with men, but soon I discovered the compartments reserved for women and the contrast sparked
my curiosity.
With each yearly trip to Egypt from 2003-2009, I spent days riding the subway. Unlike my first journey, I
dressed like a local Islamic woman, because I wanted respect to the dominant code of modesty. Wearing a
head scarf or hijab gave me freedom to sit in the car or on the platform with my Rolleiflex camera on my lap
and take pictures to document what is commonplace for Cairennes, yet remains extraordinary to me.
$750.00

64

“Schoolwork”
Carol Maltby, CPSA

Hamburg, NY

Colored Pencil – 10.75” x 14.5”
I am a self-taught artist; Learning by observation, workshops and books. I have tried several different
mediums but have settled on the pencil, mostly colored. When I did pen and ink, people kept telling me I
should add a wash over it. Not when you use scratchboard! I usually use 3 or 4 ply strathmore plate bristol
board as a support.
$825.00

65

“Communidade”
Lauren McAdams Selden

Nacogdoches, TX

Bronze, Steel – 18” x 6” x 4”

www.laurenmcselden.com

Words have power. In this current election season, the verbal language utilized has been more aggressive
and dangerous then any campaign in recent history. Existing cliché domestic decorations showcase the
inspiring quotes from our great past leaders. What will these same quotes look like in our present state? By
utilizing traditional embroidery techniques, I am mixing my concerns for women’s rights, the structure of our
education system, global perception of the United States, and the potential energy of the spoken word.
Last year, my parents sold their home that they have owned for 36 years. Due to my attached to objects,
this was a remarkable loss for me. Being 1000 miles away, I was unable to help with the move, and later
took a pilgrimage to say goodbye. The loss of the house came at the identical time that I find out that I was
pregnant. This piece is meant to signify growth and life and discusses the dash between our two most
important dates.
$2,100.00

66

“Arctic Vortex: Twisted Piers”
Jeane McGrail

Oakbrook Terrace, IL

Photographic Montage – 24” x 36”
The Arctic Vortex Series shows ice formations of winter embracing the flowing water, leading to solemn
anticipation of coming events.
Jeane McGrail is a contemporary artist who is an avid environmentalist and animal rights activist. As an
author, printmaker, and photographer, her work flows and connects photography to printmaking with the
digital medium. McGrail's biography can be found in Who's Who of American Art and Who's Who in
America. I have exhibited at The Charlotte Printmaker's Society Exhibition; Chautauqua Center for the
Visual Arts, NY; Chuck Levitan Gallery, NYC; Galeria L'Etang d'Art, Bages, Francia; Museum and Art
Center, Miami: National Museum for Women in The Arts, Washington, D.C.; and Ukranian Institute of
Modern Art, Chicago among many.
$1,700.00

67

“Girl Story #2”
Amy Meissner

Anchorage, AK
www.amymeissner.com

Silk organza, cotton, vintage domestic linens, ink. Hand appliqued, hand embroidered, hand quilted. –
35.25” x 35.25”
Hand stitching isn’t fast work. It’s a quiet skill that feels tenuous, lost in a contemporary context, slipping
away like childhood, like domesticity, like safety beneath the weight of something handmade. I sew
because I don’t know what it is to not sew, despite the connotation of “minor art” or “women’s work,” and it’s
this expectation of what the hand-sewn form is — protective, warm, decorative ... the definition of the ideal
domestic role — that compels me to push against it. I use abandoned cloth and old skills, relying on the
traditional, beautiful handwork I was taught as a girl, then later as a professional seamstress, couching it
within the painful, uncomfortable or frightening. My intention is to create thoughtful, arresting work, reliant
on layers of narrative within the textile pieces themselves, and within the history each viewer brings before
them. This is time-based work. An act of slicing apart, then piecing oneself back
$2,800.00
68

“Running Water”
Julie Miller

Atlanta, GA

Silkscreen and mixed media – 30” x 30”

www.juliemillerart.com

"Running Water" is a two-layer silkscreen and mixed media print. The top layer is kitikata paper that is
hand-cut to reveal the bottom layer of the print. Julie Miller is a fine artist specialized in the mediums of
printmaking and painting. Miller explores the delicate balance between various systems: natural, artificial,
societal and legal. A lawyer-turned-artist, her work is often the confluence of the artistic practice with issues
grappled with by our government branches. The aesthetic of “the delicate” and “the beautiful” are common
threads connecting much of her work, creating an interplay and competition between content and form.
Born in Boise, Idaho, and raised in Tallahassee, Florida, Miller graduated with a B.A. and J.D. from the
University of Florida, an LL.M. from the University of Miami, and most recently in June 2016, with a B.F.A.
in Printmaking from the Savannah College of Art and Design. She currently lives and works in Atlanta,
Georgia.
$1,450.00

69

“Waiting on a Friend”
Pat Millin

Des Moines, IA

Oil on Canvas – 48” x 36” x 2”
As an artist I have always been drawn to emphasizing the compositional elements of light and shadow,
combined with a sense of activity and movement. I use many layers of paint, but my first notes of light and
shadow remain present in the finished work. I began painting while employed as a staff psychologist for the
Iowa Correctional Institution for Women, and started selling my paintings and taking workshops when I
could find the time. As what initially was a pastime became my passion, I made the decision to take earlyretirement and devote myself full-time to my art. My work has been included in juried shows, both regional
and national and this past year "Bottle of Red" was awarded Best of Show by Cape Cod Art Association
2016.
$1,800.00

70

“Geisha Girl”
Yuko Mizobuchi

Tokyo, Japan

Painting and carving – 36.4” x 25.7” x 3”

www.brain-brunn.com/mizoyuuu_e

Every time I see an artwork that is armed with words to impress the viewer’s brain, I feel utterly
disappointed, for I feel that such a kind of work would reduce the innate true power of art, and dull the
sensitivity of man.
For us of today where so much information is flooding us, what we need may be imagination to feel and
think with your mind something that is unfathomable by reasons and by brains.
To go to the extreme, I believe that lack of imagination threatens the peace and creates the world where
hatreds prevail to the point that we even take lives of each other.
I take pride that the expressions of my soul that flow out from my works are something only I can create.
I have no hesitation to draw lines that are expressions of my strong will.
Pieces of my work ask for sensitivities of people today.
$300.00

71

“Hard-hearted”
Clare Murray Adams

Southington, OH

Fiber Sculpture – 60” x 25” x 2”

www.claremurrayadams.com

I work as a mixed media artist because I am drawn to many techniques and processes, unable to limit
myself to just one material or media. Reflecting upon my art origins as a contemporary quilt maker, I can
see that the use of various kinds of fabric, stitching and appliqueing was the foundation for the way in which
I now work. I have come to realize that materials and processes are what drive my artmaking, which is
driven by concepts and emotions. It is important to me to create work where the “materials match the
meaning”. Therefore I select materials for their ability to help communicate my ideas. When I work with
traditional materials I want to use them in a way that provides a fresh perspective on the ability of those
materials to convey information. When I work with more nontraditional materials I want the message to be
accessible without the use of unusual materials overwhelming the concept. Working with these objectives
in mind is often a creative balancing act.
$500.00

72

“I Have a New Roommate”
Denise Napoli

St. Charles, IL

Photography – 16” x 20”
My new roommate moved in overnight. She is messy and causes a lot of upset with myself, family, and
friends. Her name is cancer, Ovarian Cancer, and she loves to be onstage. I have a wonderful support
system throughout this journey. I look at cancer as a stepping stone in life.
$200.00

73

“Fall (Four Seasons Series)”
Kathryn Neale

Ballwin, MO

Acrylic, chalk paint, pencil, pastel on canvas – 36” x 36”

www.kjnstudio.com

I’m a painter who primarily works in acrylics but also experiments in multi-media, collage and chalk paints
on a variety of surfaces. My visual inspiration is sourced from the interior design and home decorating
industries, specifically traditional floral wallpaper and textile patterns from the UK/ Europe. Color is also
another important aspect of my work, primarily drawing from pre-mixed palette swatches from hardware
stores.
I’m interested in blurring the boundaries between the contemporary and decorative art worlds. Not only
does my visual inspiration borrow directly from interior decoration but I also experiment with simple do-ityourself (DIY) techniques, that are typically prevalent within the home decorating market, and recontextualize them within a modern painting framework.
$2,000.00

74

“Lynn, from Look Here: Old Ladies in Public Spaces”
Alexandra Nelson

Evanston, IL

Pencil on Paper – 10” x 8”
Look Here: Old Ladies in Public Places' is a series of portraits with the subject's words about their
experiences in public. Lynn, a retired gallery owner, says, "it's really true that you're not seen unless you
make your own world." Look Here: Old Ladies in Public Places is a public art project to engage older
women in the creative process, and to explore how society hides and dismisses older women. I combine
my skill as a draftsperson and my identity as a writer and poet with works on the theme of hidden women.
Using the flattery of offering to draw their portraits, I sit with these women, and engage them in
conversation about how they feel in the public forum while drawing them, and writing down their experience
in their own words as part of the portrait.
If you would like to be part of this project, and are a woman over 55, please contact the artist.
$700.00

75

“Who We Were, Who We Are, and Who We Can Be”
Rachel Newell

Chillicothe, IL

Mixed Media Collage – 16” x 59” x 1”

www.oraeginalcreations.com

By using other people's unwanted materials, I can cut up magazines and reassemble the pieces into an
entirely new whole. I am a mixed media collage artist who uses people's unwanted materials to create
repurposed art. This piece was created by using hundreds of handcut clippings, from books and
magazines, which I then reassembled into a new whole. While reassembling, I focused on using color to
create balance and tried to use a variety of images and the shape of the shutter, to create movement. This
piece, Who We Were, Who We Are, and Who We Can Be, is inspired by the decades of women's struggles
to be seen as equals and for all the hard work yet to come. This piece was also created in celebration of all
that women have accomplished over the years and my hope for our continued success in the future.
$400.00

76

“Say 'Thank You'”
Rielle Oase

Tucson, AZ

Archival Inkjet Print – 12” x 12”

www.rielleoase.com

From My First Touch and Feel, a book about learning social boundaries. Plastic bag is embroidered with
red-orange floss. My First Touch and Feel is a project inquiry into the tactile learning process of a child with
limited physical contact. My mum’s Taiwanese background often forced me to physically pull her arms
around me while I cried. Similarly to how I learned cultural interactions as a child, this work explores touch
through play as a construction of appropriate vs inappropriate and where those boundaries lie or overlap.
$220.00

77

“Mme. de Brassempouy-France”
Sandra Palmore

Hancock, MI

Clay – 11” x 11” x 2”

www.sansart.homestead.com

Creativity resides where edges rub together. These interfaces have always held my interest, both in my life
and in my art.
My work has its beginnings in the natural world, and then wanders off to include something not quite there.
A kind of wall with a brick or two out of place.
I hope viewers follow my vision or, better still, develop one of their own...
$95.00

78

“Jupiter (Diptych)”
Maash Pascal

Napa, CA

Oil on Canvas – 48” x 36”
Diptych part of series of drawings and paintings, "Imaginings on Water" began in 2005. They are
abstractions of kinetic rhythm of water, gentle to powerful. "Jupiter" describes imaginary thunderclouds just
before they collide in a thunderous display.
The focus of my work for almost 10 years has been the nature of Nature; its ephemeral as well as
elemental forces.
Art is not just what one does; it’s the salient, internalized aesthetic viewpoint in how I see and feel about the
world, whatever the form of expression. I am inspired by physical reality that hopefully ignites my
imagination to go deeper and create something mysterious, even to myself.
$4,000.00

79

“Shadowlands II”
Dawn Petrill

Dublin, OH

Acrylic and Mixed Media – 12” x 12”

www.artatdawn.com

An abstract representation of what lies hidden among the shadows. Dawn is a 1995 graduate of the
Cleveland Institute of Art and received a Masters of Arts and Liberal Studies from Wesleyan University in
2001. She began her artistic career as an illustrator, but has transitioned to become a fine artist through her
business, Art At Dawn LLC. Dawn also teaches art to children and adults out of her Columbus, OH home
studio where she lives with her husband, 3 children, and new puppy.
$300.00

80

“Siempre”
Amber Pipkorn

Cedarburg, WI

Acrylic and Gold Leaf on Masonite – 16” x 12” x 1”

www.theartsmill.org/amber-pipkorn

An acrylic and gold leaf painting illustrating my feelings and anticipation about the journey into
motherhood. I received my bachelor degree in art from the University of Wisconsin: Milwaukee in 2012. I
now paint in a shared studio space in a renovated flour mill in Grafton, Wisconsin. A nanny/art teacher by
day and painter by night, I find a lot of inspiration in nature and the world surrounding me.
$250.00

81

“Shadow 1”
Ginny Pitre-Hay

Oak Park, IL

Oil – 20” x 20”

www.pitrehayart.com

Ginny Pitre-Hay is a contemporary representational artist. At the heart of her paintings is a story, whether
obviously stated or left to interpretation. From a lifetime of drawing, to her career as designer and art
director in the magazine and book publishing industry, she has dealt with the power of storytelling.
“As an artist I get my inspirations from the ever-changing patterns of life passing in front of me—a snapshot
in time, a narrative unfolding, seen through the lens of my own experiences.” Pitre-Hay’s artistic passion is
in the rhythmic shapes, shadow and colors that form the subjects of her art. A simple rake of light across an
old farm house, an abandoned gas station, or the fluid gestures of people going about their lives, are all
subjects that find their way in to her paintings. Pitre-Hay grew up in Texas and graduated from the
University of Texas in Austin, with a Bachelor of Fine Arts.
$800.00
82

“Quincunx”
Kristine Poole

Santa Fe, NM

Bronze – 6.5” x 6.5” x 2”

www.kristinepoole.com

In my sculpture, I find a voice that expresses ideas more powerfully and beautifully than I could do through
any other means. Bringing the pictures from my mind into the tangible inspires and fulfills me and is a way I
can understand and share my self.
To pause for a few moments, lost in the experience of a sculpture, engaging in the questions,
considerations and imagery as its story unfolds is ultimately sharing a moment in the imagination of the
maker and opens the door for the viewer to ponder and create for themselves, if only in their mind.
$1,100.00
83

“Gold Lotus”
Michelle Rial

Serena, IL

Fused Glass – 15” x 15” x .25”

www.glasstf.com

A fuchsia accented gold lotus blossom bends within a circular breeze. Layers of fusing sheet glass,
powders, and chips create this fused glass artwork. Textural surface areas include the flower and ruby red
koi kiln fired in 2 variable programs. In my mind a highly textural, multi-layered glass fusing without strict
framed borders is my quest. The design’s edges can flow beyond rigid straight lines, extending outward into
the wall surfaces. Kiln fired fused glass artworks allow expansion into structural and visual movement,
depth, and texture.
$690.00

84

“Journeying”
Sandra Riegel-Wilson

Fairfield, IA

Oil on Panel – 25” x 12” x 1”
My work is about feeling, both tactile and emotional. I use the figure as a vehicle to intuitively explore my
unconscious, and as I work , marks and images that have personal meaning come to my awareness. A few
recurrent images are crosses, screens, wheels, woods and birds. These motifs then guide the content of
the work.
My work is process oriented, so as I work the texture and quality of the materials influence the surface
marks. Sometimes the surfaces are made thicker and drawn into, and other times the paint is wiped away
to create a more ethereal feeling.
My hope is that the work has some resonance with the viewer.
$600.00

85

“Diminishing Returns”
Judy Row

San Marcos, TX

Mixed media fiber – 39” x 12” x 1.25”
The quiet repetition of daily activities, the slight changes in patterns, textures and colors mark the day, the
activity, the object, as different today than it was yesterday. Small changes make the world move forward.
$275.00

86

“Antonia Ruppert - Genesis of an Artist”
Antonia Ruppert

Berwyn, IL

Oil on Canvas – 30” x 40”

www.toniruppert.com

Revelation. Perseverance. Divine Connection. My work straddles the line between devotion and visual
journaling. The desire to recreate the beauty I see everywhere is embedded in my imagery and process. I
choose colors and subjects for my message and reveal it one layer at a time.
My artistic process follows this path. I begin and build layers with acrylic, mediums, ink and pastels. I also
layer oils over acrylics. The love and play with mixed media and the layering of paint is like a DJ mixing in
hip hop tracks from my youth.
It has not always been easy. Creating in sketchbooks and journals has become my solace. After a fanciful
childhood in urban Chicago, shattered only by divorce, molestation and bullying - I hold onto painting as an
act of perseverance. Sharing the beautiful via various artistic techniques is what I am most interested in.
$1,200.00

87

“Contemplating a Gift”
Judith Sander

Philomath, OR

Mixed Media Collage – 18” x 26” x 1”

www.judithsander.com

I have worked in a studio situated in a quaint cottage at the end of a country road in Oregon for several
years. The studio is filled with bins of objects: ribbons, papers, beads, costume jewelry, paint, pastels, old
photographs, stamps, bones and other materials. Flying song birds and a black lab keep me company.
$900.00

88

“Caught in a Skein”
Lucia Sbardellati

Chicago, IL

Porcelain Flowers, Yarn Made From Human and Animal Hair – 9” x 14” x 10”
My work deals with memory and relationships. I think about how memories are created, how do we decide
which parts of events are important to remember? It fascinates me how subjective memories can be, how
one person's’ memory of an event can be so different than another’s. Our memories and experiences form
who we are and how we think. I also think about how our relationships with others, objects, and ourselves
are so important and can change who we are. I create sculptures out of clay and other materials and
present them through narratives that stem from my own memories and relationships.
Caught in a Skein is created by dipping a bouquet of flowers repetitively in porcelain slip. After firing the
flowers they are left broken and petrified. I then try to mend the bouquet by binding the pieces together with
a yarn made of human and animal hair. The work represents a romantic relationship that is so damaged
and broken that no matter how hard you force it together it will never be what it once was.
$800.00

89

“Duality Descending”
Karen Schuman

Riverwoods, IL

Quilted Batik – 48” x 36”

www.karenschuman.com

At a sweat lodge ceremony, I was inundated with visions of the '"torus" of life; the duality of the masculine
and feminine; the kundalini rising and then raining life down from the heavens, to reenact this process over
and over again. "Ometeotl" is the Nahuatl word that describes this duality. Through my travels, studies, and
practice of shamanism with the Medicine People of Peru, my art has evolved into an expression of my
understanding of forces of nature that are underlying waking reality. I look for the paradoxes, the duality,
and how light and dark energies merge or polarize to create the concepts underlying the art. The
experimentation of ways to use materials is what keeps me enthusiastic and energized as an artist in both
a physical and spiritual sense. As the world constantly offers new lessons and insights, artwork will
continually flow from me, as I stitch and paint these teachings into tangible pieces of work.
$1,000.00

90

“Gathering Rhythm”
Sandra Sell

Little Rock, AR

Cherry Wood – 10.5” x 7.5” x 5”

www.sandrasell.com

My artistic intent is the development of an idea, a thought, or perception of my emotional response, into
objects. The act of sketching reveals the physical form, then materials are selected as a vehicle to convey
my intent. The subtractive process of carving wood with the chainsaw is most rewarding and effective. I
uses actions, tools, concepts and ideas that give me great pleasure.
Recent extensive involvement in sculpture, particularly the process of carving and my fluency in threedimensionality, has impacted the way I paint. I feel fearless using the paintbrush to manipulate and dishevel
the paint. Dimensions are intensified by using thicker paint, paint strokes cutting the visual edge and
intensifying color.
Creating is a means of expression, and when in process, nothing else matters. Whether I am cultivating a
metaphor for life experiences or expressing an emotional response, I am observing constantly and pushing
for new growth.
$450.00

91

“Reduced To Submission”
Sarah Serio

Neosho, MO

5 Color Reduction Block Print – 4” x 4”

www.sarahserio.weebly.com

They are taken, not by choice, and forced to experience various stages of degradation and physical and
psychological torture often by starvation, violence, and repeated rape. Human trafficking does not
discriminate, it just exploits. Today 27million people worldwide are sold into slavery.
I am a printmaker creating in the traditional methods of hand carved block prints. My works tell the story of
those suffering in the violent & demeaning world of human trafficking. I find that often the visual imagery
used to bring awareness to human trafficking is sanitized, showing a girl bearing a bar code and ropes
around her wrist. My work strives to bring the harsh reality of this world to light. Human trafficking does not
discriminate, it just exploits. Ad campaigns also ignore male & child victims who are similarly sold into
prostitution. Victims are forced to experience various stages of degradation, physical & psychological
torture by starvation, beatings, and repeated rape. As an artist, I feel I must help bring awareness to this
social injustice.
$100.00

92

“Textures #1”
Sharon Settles

Johnsburg, IL

Mixed Media – 32” x 52” x 2”
Textures #1 is an exercise in experimentation through the building up of material layers on the canvas.
After the desired textural effect is achieved, the canvas is then painted. This particular piece is inspired by
weathered architectural pieces viewed in Florence, Italy.
My work is focused on the human figure and textural pieces. Figurative pieces are always of family
members whether they are in the present or those in the past. These figures are always incorporated with
images that make a statement regarding their personality and character. My textural pieces are random.
The applied textural material define the canvas and its composition. These pieces are then glazed and
painted into to create movement and a dialog between the work and the viewer.
I began taking art classes at MCC in Crystal Lake and continued on with my art education at the Peck
School of Arts, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee campus. I have been showing in group and solo shows
for 15 years.
$2,900.00

93

“Reflections on a Diner”
Beth Sharpe

Saint Louis, MO

Photo Collage on Archival Paper with Archival Ink – 24” x 36”

www.sharpesart.com

I have always loved pop art. I read and collected comic books from age seven, so when I discovered Roy
Lichtenstein in high school, James Rosenquist and Andy Warhol in college, I knew what direction my art
wanted to take. In college I was a painter, but then I had the opportunity to learn photo silkscreen, and I
knew the combination of photo and print was even better than paint. I experimented, but never reached a
point where I could say, yes, that’s it. That’s what I’m looking for. Time and life took me in other directions
for many years, but I’ve found myself rediscovering my need to use both camera and print to achieve
something fun using photorealism a la Richard Estes and his reflections, by using our great American
visual icons. (It helps that I live on the old Route 66.) I try to make art that makes the viewer smile with a
remembrance of days that are gone.
$650.00

94

“Once There Was a Heart That Lived Inside a Little Girl”
Teresa Shields

Jenkintown, PA

Found object, wrapped cord, felt – 17” x 2” x 1.5”
Founds object -shuttle from a loom, with wrapped cord and felt heart with french knots. This body of work is
experimental and whimsical. The various designs emerge from ideas that evolve through the actual
process. Each piece includes hand wrapped cords and single strand satin stitching on felted wool.
From a female perspective these pieces explore intimate relationships between a woman and the world,
woman and partner and a woman and her children.
$450.00
95

“Bowtie and ukulele”
Pamela Shumway

Algonquin, IL

Oil on Linen – 16” x 12” x .25”

www.pamshumway.com

Young man playing the ukulele. I began painting upon retirement in 2009. Love to paint portraits and
figures of people or poses that I find interesting.
$1,900.00

96

“Giulia”
Barbara Simcoe

Omaha, NE

Digital Photograph on Archival Paper – 30” x 22”

www.barbarasimcoe.com

The figurative imagery in my work is exclusively of women and I am most interested in the breadth of
feminine archetypes - woman as vessel of creativity, as intercessor, as of the earth, as mother, as primal
aspect of the feminine/masculine dichotomy, as the complement of masculine divinity. I work with these
archetypes in order to create works that function as metaphor. I am interested in giving form to something
that is non-visual and incomprehensible, to bring them within reach. My artworks come out of the belief that
discord and disorientation must be experienced in order to approach the attainment of wholeness and to
encounter the sublime.
$500.00

97

“Calendar10”
Sarah Sipling

Maryville, MO

Iris print, Lithography and Silkscreen – 12” x 12”
My work deals with the strengths and weaknesses of the human condition. I work in series using many
different media to layer the many meanings of each project. Traditional and digital printmaking combines
with drawing, painting, photography and written texts in each series.
$500.00

98

“Stacked & Cracked”
Lauren Eve Skelly Bailey

East Meadow, NY

Stoneware – 5.5” x 7” x 3”

www.laurenskelly.com

Through the use of hand building, slip casting and wheel throwing this piece has been stacked with slips
and glazes. Each layer is symbolic of either earthy strata, industrialized form (mold made), or wheel thrown
(man made). Together these forms create a totem of history of earth & man. I am drawn to the chase; the
need to explore surfaces across mediums and emulate found textures in clay. I consider myself an
explorer, seeking new ways of layering, swirling, forcing, bending, breaking and reusing surfaces. A
conversation between elements of nature emerges from my practice: flora, fauna, rocks, and the tooled
objects made by man are called to mind. In combining them, I forge a new perspective of these
elements. My initial experiments are full of uncontrolled finds, small sparks created by chance, that lead
into more controlled understandings in future sculptures. From the knowledge I attain, I make intentional
decisions regarding textural surfaces, glazes, slips and clay applications, truly changing the context of the
piece from a study to a solution. I respond to changes and observe balance in my work, seeking to push an
uneasy tension between materials
$600.00
99

“Angels In America (No. 4)”
Lynn Skordal

Mercer Island, WA

Collage – 8” x 11”

www.regularpaper.blogspot.com

Lynn lives and works on an island in the middle of a lake surrounded by a big city, in the beautiful Pacific
Northwest. After retiring from the practice of law in 2008, she began making artist’s books and small works
on paper. Old-style cut & paste collage has been and remains a favorite medium, and she frequently also
incorporates sewing techniques, thread, fabric, metal, wood, and other materials into her pieces. Lynn's
work has appeared in book arts and collage exhibitions across the country. She says: “For me, collage is
about juxtaposition -- in materials, methods and content – and there’s always a story with a little bit of
mystery to it. My collage pieces often mix historical images and popular culture, with a little dash of magical
realism. The goal is always to startle, amuse or provoke.”
$400.00

100

“Parallel Path”
Narges Soleimanzadeh

Tehran, Iran

Acrylic Painting on Canvas – 26” x 59”

artist.biafarin.com/narges-soleimanzadeh

Concentration and the precise look of characters around me are the characteristics of my work. Focusing
on these parameters and on human subjects, I can illustrate the living conditions of myself and others.
Focusing on day-by-day life events as I really live among them is important, matters to me and impresses
me. In my artworks, events, different incidents and various positions are combined together and have
created a unique unity, without losing their own characteristics. My painting subjects contain ordinary and
routine life elements that are unremarkable so that their entrance to the art world seems unbelievable. My
attention is toward things that are there and not things that must be there. Characters and people, animals
and sometimes consumer banal objects, look like a kind of quest, searching among objects that are
maintaining their personality, Avoiding the details helps me a lot to express my main issues and at the
same time enables me to represent various paradoxes in some parts of my works using a creative focus.
Most of my paintings deliberately showcase a satirical and sarcastic reflection.
$2,200.00

101

“Sisters”
Julie Sorensen

Sycamore, IL

Nylon Crochet – 8” x 3” x 3”
"Sisters" is a sculpture of two small crocheted baskets made with multi-colored nylon narrow ribbon. The
two pieces are intended to be different, though made from the same materials, not unlike human siblings.
I create expressive works in a variety of media including fiber, mixed media and glass on metal, among
others. My inspirations are from the fantastical and geometric to natural and curvilinear. I enjoy a quick
method of application, no matter the media, in order to show the closest image-to-feeling that I can.
My works always attempt to evoke the richness and lightness of colors in a context of the shapes and
composition of the images.
Colors occasionally dominate my images, but my primary emphasis is intended to be compositional, usually
fairly formal in design principles.
$250.00
102

“By Design”
Joan Sowada

Gillette, WY

Fabric – 22” x 22”

www.joansowada.com

The sexy new product is by design something we want to have, but it becomes obsolete quickly in the
digital age. I use the medium of fabric because it has so many 'voices', capable of communicating ideas as
diverse as canoes on water, migration, relationships, impermanence, and even my feelings about the digital
age. When I am not working on contemporary art quilts, I am engaged in the creative activities of music,
cooking, and garden design.
$300.00

103

“Coupon Queens”
Mary Telfer & Jesse Morgan

McHenry, IL, & Anderson, SC

Digital Photography – 48” x 48” x .5”

www.marytelfer.com

This piece addresses two major issues and opens this somewhat surreal imagery up for interpretation. The
artists are seated in a kitchen clipping coupons, suggesting lack. At their feet are books intimating
academia. The viewers see poorly cropped and unconventional beauty queens in the background. The only
“queens” that are not irregularly cropped are the heterosexual white male and the child who are both on top
of their respective sides. The effeminate must put others, the men/masculine and children first. Patriarchy is
in full view in the split center of the image as a light fixture, a man-made structure morphs into a huge
penis-esque image – yet it is in “drag” as are the artists. There is a doormat at the bottom as a welcoming
symbol, but it is also a reminder - for it is the top of a stove. Colorful, inviting, & accessible to people of
varying resources – an equalizer. Also satire, art as the slingshot and stone of David, now a cow and a
butterfly, who are sighting the giant.
$1,200.00

104

“Grandmother Coyote No. 5”
Rhonda Thomas Urdang

Flagstaff, AZ

Acrylic on canvas with Inkjet print self portrait – 20” x 20” x 2”

www.FlagstaffFeministArtProject.com

Rhonda Thomas Urdang is a studio artist working across multiple disciplines. Since founding Flagstaff
Feminist Art Project, she has worked primarily in femmage, collage, assemblage, digital manipulation and
painting. Her thought-provoking art pieces have been exhibited in more than 50 juried national and
international group shows in 30 states since June 2014. Rhonda received her BFA in painting from the
University of Nebraska at Omaha and worked in the graphic arts industry as a journeyman color separation
artist. She was formally inducted into the National Association of Women Artists, Inc., in Nov. 2016. Her
innovative art works are held in private collections and her experimental approach has earned numerous
awards.
Inspired from a visit to the Copper Queen Mine, Bisbee, AZ -- I've utilized a vintage coyote pelt that I
acquired from my Grandfather and have used it to obliterate my face. I'm wearing a white silk veil as it was
Yom Kippur. I've applied antique stencil designs seen imprinted on tin ceilings.
$1,600.00

105

“Bodhisattva”
Torri Thompson

Colfax, IL

Assemblage – 30” x 24” x 16”
This piece embodies loving compassion expressed on a mannequin form covered in modeling paste, gel,
gauze, shellac, and cultural expressions of compassion. The base is rimmed in buddhas. The front opens
to an image of the Sacred Heart of Jesus embellished with milagros, an Indian glass heart & lites.
I produce assemblage art. While my work is conceptual, it is often a specific piece of material that literally
creates my idea. I've thought a lot about how to describe the focus of my work, and the best way I can
describe this is that I work with mythic ideas, which does not mean mythological figures. Rather, I like to
explore the myths that repeatedly underlie cultures over time, using primarily classical, Christian, Hispanic,
and Italian imagery that is concerned with ideas that have shaped our understanding of sacrifice,
compassion, courage, loyalty, particularly in terms of what often seems to be an inequitable "contract"
between human and divine. Art allows me to take the recurring narratives and transform them by
renegotiating those contracts through assemblage embodiment.
$575.00
106

“Reason has its heart (I)”
Matina Marki Tillman

West Hartford, CT

Solarplate Etching from Charcoal Drawing on Vellum, directly etched onto solarplate. Limited edition of 7. –
17” x 13”
Through my hand-pulled etchings I explore the human condition, mood, and state of mind. My printmaking
is based upon my drawing background combined with solar plate etching, a contemporary printmaking
technique that uses sunlight and water. With this approach I usually create charcoal or pencil drawings on
transparent media and etch them directly onto the solar plate. Sometimes I combine my drawings and
photographs for a given theme into digital collage for the creation of the matrix.
My subject is exclusively the human figure – as an intimate look at our personas or everyday lives, and as a
refocus on individuality. Poetry, music, and the performing arts are usually my inspiration, and my
characters are often presented as artists themselves. My hope is that my prints manage to capture what I
consider essential to draw and print: the expression that helps draw attention to the human condition, and
the inner rhythm that holds together the chaotic elements that make up the human.
$425.00

107

“New York Sophisticate”
Atala Toy

Geneva, IL

Pigment on Paper – 24” x 18”

www.crystal-life.com

This Central Park tree chose to study the energy of a New York Sophisticate - all mind (see the flame rising
from her head) but dried out emotionally - leaking energy from her vulva. I am a Tree Whisperer. I
specialize in portrait studies of nature spirits who have interacted with trees and rocks to tell a story. My
photographic journey began fifteen years ago, when a gnome invited me to join him in a visit to a moss fairy
village. He helped me photograph a local resident. From that time on, I have focused on character portrait
studies of the wide variety of genuine life forms who co-exist with us on earth, just in other dimensions.
Sometimes the nature spirits make social comments about the human world around them. When doing so,
they seek to energetically return the situation to a natural balance of energy. I have written three books
about Nature Spirits and the benefits that can accrue to our human world if we learn to co-exist and
cooperate with these life-forms. They are We Are Not Alone (Red Wheel-Weiser); Nature Spirits, Spirit
Guides and Ghosts (Quest books) and Tree Spirits of North America. I also have videos of this work on
YouTube.
$190.00

108

“The MissPicks”
Amy Tromiczak

Saint Paul, MN

Handwoven cotton, polyester, metallic thread, ink – 16” x 16”

www.amytromiczak.com

The MissPicks represents modern craftswomen reimagined as a glam band. The metallic gold screen print
is framed by a handwoven traditional overshot pattern - a tribute to the history of textiles - while the
nontraditional materials recognize the craft of weaving in contemporary practice.
I have been interested in looking at traditional textile structures and my own practice through a
contemporary lense - how I take historical and traditional textile methods and apply them to current trends
or ideas. The creation of textiles is not limited to the handwork of our ancestors, nor modern factory
machines. In partnership with my loom, I am a machine of my own devising, and recognizing the practice of
handweaving as modern, and more than its history is an important part of my work.
$300.00

109

“Clark's Nutcracker and Lincoln Roses”
Alexandra Velardes

Boise, ID

Multiple Reduction Linocut – 9” x 24”

www.alexlange17.wixsite.com/alexvelardes

In my work I focus on my own identity and the people and experiences that have helped create it. In
printing I am able to sort through the interactions and understand what they mean and why they matter to
my identity. The many different facets of my person are a series of strings tangled in to massive knot.
Printing is how I work to untangle those strings.
$150.00

110

“Disrupted Dreams”
Cindy Vondran

Rockton, IL

Photo Composite of Two Images on Canvas – 20” x 30”

www.cindyvondranphotography.com

I have recently transitioned from fine art photography to digital photo art. It has opened up a whole new
world for me. I love how there are no limitations for creating anything I can dream up. I find this process to
be much more labor intensive that traditional methods.
I like to add hidden elements to my compositions, for the viewer to discover, which enhances the story I am
trying to convey. I try to use my own photographs when building a composition, when possible. I also
carefully collect images that are in the public domain, including old paintings, which satisfies my love for art
history.
$400.00

111

“Gravity”
Rachel Wakefield

Florence, AL

Oil on Canvas – 38” x 38”

www.rachelannwakefield.com

I have always been intrigued by things Southern. I was raised in the Deep South and my mother is from a
small town in rural Alabama, but my father is from Chicago. Due to my background I have had the
awareness of the distinction between what is Southern and what is not. Based on this background, I began
to develop “Southern Realism”- a genre of art that captures everyday life and objects of the South in a nonidealistic way. I create paintings with motifs such as dissected fruits, bodies of water, and women, depicting
images in an appealingly honest way so that form reflects content.
$1,400.00
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“Perception of a Father”
Rachael Walker

Detroit, MI

Oil on Canvas – 32” x 22.5”
Each of us define ourselves with several identities. These different identities shape who we are and
influence our perception of others and the world. There are many social theories surrounding identity
formation and identity comparison. People begin to form their identity early in life, even prior to grade
school. Identity is often categorized in terms of others and group membership. Socialist believe that identity
is related to a basic need for a sense of control. As French Philosopher Descartes said, ‘I think, therefore I
am.’ The process of identity can either be creative or destructive.
My work is an examination of identity and social influence on identity. Through creating portraits I challenge
people to look beyond the apparent identity of individuals. “I think therefore I am” is a powerful statement.
There is strength and control in how we perceive ourselves. There is also weakness and lack of control.
Identity is not a permanent quality.
$2,000.00
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“The Reach of Your Kiss”
Elizabeth Weber

Little Rock, AR

Acrylic on Linen – 30” x 24”

www.MySoulsPath.com

Starting from a black canvas, I acknowledge that one must experience darkness to truly see light. I seek
out the light in every aspect of my life, searching for that sliver of illumination in the midst of even the
darkest moments. This longing for light drives and transforms the spark of inspiration to the fire of creation.
I strive to create a vibrancy through my use of color; an enveloping experience that washes over the viewer
and draws them in to the work.
I paint from my heart hoping to touch the soul of the viewer and fill them with lush colors, rich textures, and
thought provoking imagery. Colors, bright and kinetic, urge the viewer to interact with the work, beckoning
them to soak in the vibrant pools of colors and bask in the rays of light.
I paint echoes of my life, the ripples that life’s moments leave behind, giving the viewer a glimpse of my
mind and soul, and a window to look within themselves.
$700.00
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“Walking Tree”
Katherine Weber

Woodstock, IL

Watercolor on Terraskin Paper – 14” x 11”
Intense watercolor paint poured over textured fibers onto terraskin (made from stone) paper formed an
abstract image of a tree and its roots so exposed it appears to be "walking" along a bank. Inspired by
nature. Passionate about painting. Terraskin paper made from stone is my favorite surface for watercolors.
$800.00
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“Window of the Soul”
Linda Weber

Winnetka, IL

Acrylic with Mixed Media – 40” x 30” x 1.5”

www.lindaannweber.com

Art has always been a part of my life. I am currently exploring works through the process of abstract
intuitive painting. It's the exploration of painting and mark making, building layers of history and texture on
each canvas. My work is influenced by color and shape as each painting becomes a journey of selfexpression. I work with a variety of materials including acrylic paint, pencil, crayon, paper collage, and
glazing mediums to create each individual work. The creation of my work is a very serendipitous process
which continues to evolve and grow each day.
$1,700.00
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“Tangled in Blue”
Peggy Wyman

Macomb, MO

Fiber (pine needle) Sculpture – 14” x 15.5” x 13.5”

www.studio-casa-cielo.com

Created from long-leaf pine needles, Irish waxed linen, pearl cotton, manzanita, and wire, using the
techniques of coiled basketry. I came to art the long way around. First came a 30-year career in the
computer industry, followed by a 12-year stint as an historical novelist. It was during the research phase of
my second novel – one about the California missions – that I discovered basketry. I tried several types of
the craft until coiling with pine needles hooked me. Experimenting with non-traditional forms led me to a
third career as a fiber sculptor. I start each piece by choosing the start, colors and stitches and a vague
notion of what might result. After a few coils, the materials begin to take over and I am led, sometimes
willingly, often not so much, to a completed sculpture that rarely looks anything like the idea I started with.
The magic must be working though. My work has been shown in dozens of exhibitions across the country
and has been added to private and corporate collections from the East Coast to the West.
$695.00
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“Not Ever Really Safe”
Tina Ybarra

South Gate, CA

Oil on Linen – 24” x 30”

www.tybarra23.wix.com/tinaybarra-artshow

Not Ever Really Safe depicts a young girl looking intently at something/ someone to her far left. Its title
suggests that there is no age, no time in her life that a female is ever really safe from assault in general,
and from sexual assault in particular.
Although I think of my art as extremely personal, I believe the themes are somewhat universal. The subject
matter will likely include inequalities pertaining to gender or social status; the state of education; the failings
of organized religion, or faith and spirituality versus religion; or anything that catches my eye, sparks an
idea, or begs a question. I think art should change the world, and the value of such an endeavor goes
without question. Yet, the energy and liberation associated with creating spontaneous imagery is just as
noble an undertaking. I am often inspired by things I see on TV. I am delighted with the mere notion that
reality TV serves as impetus for art. However, more often than not, my own reality becomes the subject of
my work―expelling my darkest fears, revealing pent up frustrations, or releasing my deepest hopes.
$1,500.00
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“Connection”
Setsuko Yoshida

Salt Lake City, UT

Watercolor – 26” x 20”

www.yoshidagallery.com

I am interested in abstraction to express my deep feeling about the subject of these paintings. I got my
inspiration from spiritual poems. My emotion is connected to the issue of this world and eternity.
$1,500.00
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“Solo”
Christine Zachary

Portland, OR

Oil On Board – 24” x 18”

www.christinezachary.net

I am an outsider and mostly self-taught. Art has always been part of my life. I had the good fortune to take
private art lessons when a child, then studied painting, sculpture, and various crafts over the years to learn
and then forget technique. But most of all my ongoing work comes from studying the work of artists whose
work speaks to me, and reading great works of literature.
My work has changed over the years from abstract to various styles I've tried. Something draws me back to
certain images, certain feelings which are expressed. There is always the search to connect with the Muse,
the quest to integrate outer images with inner reality. Art in its myriad forms seems the only meaning of life,
and sometimes the only reality. I believe life itself is art if we are aware of it. To me great art is more real
than real, it is Marcel Proust's taste of the madeleine. It is the two uneven paving stones.
$1,200.00
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“Serendipity”
Kate Zimmer

San Rafael, CA

Acrylic on Wood Panel – 43” x 41” x 3”
My paintings are visual manifestations of an internal journey made external. I begin a painting with a
gestural under-drawing and color that resonates with me that day. As the painting evolves, a conversation
begins to take place in which each choice informs the next, almost like the process of putting a puzzle
together. This discovery process of starting from one thing and evolving into another is exciting to me. It is
a dialogue that is spontaneous and intuitive, and a kind of self-reflection – like looking in the mirror – and a
way of finding my own identity as a painter and a person.
My art-making process is very meditative, and a means of getting out of my own way and losing myself in a
journey where the destination is unknown, yet eventually found. With each painting, I learn new things
about myself, as well as the art I am creating. It is a spiritual practice of self-discipline, letting go of fear and
judgment, and the willingness to step outside my comfort zone.
$3,800.00
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“Awakening”
Mahjoob Zohourian

Tehran, Iran

Acrylic Painting on Canvas – 31” x 47”

artist.biafarin.com/mahjoob-zohourian

The Persian carpet is a symbol of paradise, heavenly plants and peaceful sleep in Eden with a loved one. I
tried to express an environment between sleep and dream and the tranquility of love.
When I was a 5-year-old child, I often stared at the motifs on the tiles, shapes of clouds, casual cookies’
decorations (chocolate and cream mixture) and carpet patterns and motifs. They all seemed mysterious
and strange to me. I was very keen on drawing what I could see for my family but they always told me they
couldn’t see things as I saw them. In my childhood, I saw all human beings like animals and it became one
of my concerns. When I was eleven, I participated in a drawing contest (the topic was: Oh Gosh, How cold
it is today!!!) and I won. After that day my art teacher encouraged me to continue my painting
academically. My father always accompanied me and never stopped me. I was accepted at Alzahra
University in Tehran with a top score in Graphic Design. After three semesters, I realized that our work tool
was a computer not a paintbrush. So, I decided to keep on drawing on my own. In 2016 I received my MA
degree in painting and have continued my way in the art world ever since.
$1,000.00
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